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CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE
BID

About 40% of our horses are sold at auction 
to people who aren’t even there! We would 
love to help you out if you can’t attend the
Auction of the Stars.

Download the phone bid form
from www.auctionofthestars.com
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Auction of the Stars continues to provide finance to approved
clients based on the two options below.

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE
Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved in advance and 
you can take your new horse home with you! Interest-free over 
12 months. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.
* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

TOP-UP FINANCE
Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up to 30% more on
your selected lot and collect it when it’s paid off with our 
interestfree terms. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for 
details. * Conditions apply.

For further information in relation to 
finance contact Ann-Maree Lourey 
on 0407 453 494.

www.auctionofthestars.com
OF THE
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  Feeding is made easi!

  Family owned and operated
      for 25 years, growing into the future! 

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au

LUCKY 
DOOR

PRIZES

25 kg

Highly digestible energy and protein. 
Bioplex® organic trace minerals 
ensure optimum uptake and utilisation. 
Perfect for spelling horses.

A fully extruded cube 
with a balance of nutrients 
vital for optimum fertility 
and milk production in 
broodmares and sound, 
strong bone, joint and 
muscle development in 
foals and growing horses.Bi
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25 kg

Easi Performance
A high energy, oat free
sweet feed, scientifically 
balanced for racing and 
performance horses.

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum 
uptake and utilisation.

25 kg

An oat free sweet concentrate feed 

formulated to provide a base for 

the diets of racing, performance 

and hard working horses.

Stamina

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 

energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 

trace minerals ensure optimum 

uptake and utilisation.

25kg

A high energy complete sweet feed, scientifically balanced for racing and performance horses.

EasiFeed   Three

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum uptake and utilisation.

EasiBreedA scientifically formulated 
complete pelleted feed with essential vitamins and minerals for breeding 

mares and growing horses.

20 kg

Highly digestible energy. 
Superior protein quality.

20 kg

A vitamin and mineral 

balancer pellet with 

15% protein for breeding, 

growing, spelling and 

performance horses. 

Ideal for high quality 

pasture conditions.

Highly digestible energy and protein. 

Economical and easy to feed, either 

by itself or to top up vitamin and 

mineral levels of other feeds.
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UPCOMING 
AUCTIONS

We would love to welcome you to be part of our auction, which 
we plan to include a mix of ridden horses, young stock and 
broodmares.

Nomination forms will be available at
www.auctionofthestars.com

Potential vendors will need to submit:

1 Nomination form with your planned reserve price.
2 Good quality high-resolution photo of at least 1mb,
 to be sent via email.
3 Good quality dvd footage or a link to your footage.
4 Your catalogue wording sent via email.
5 Your nomination fee and stabling expenses.

Full details are available on the nomination form.
For all inquiries contact 
info@auctionofthestars.com

or call Heath Ryan on 
0417 656 636

• July 2016 
• December 2016

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au
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Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

A MESSAGE FROM HEATH

Always Full of 
Surprises
Just when you think you know what the Auction 
of the Stars (AOS) will present, here we come 
with bigger and better: 50 lots including eight 
stallion service fees will go under the hammer on December 20, 2015. 

Leading the charge is the 7yr old buckskin gelding Byalee Breathless standing at 
17.1hh, by Byalee Briar. This is the most beautiful gelding, who is naturally one of 
the softest and most supple horses I have ever ridden. He is a beautiful type with 
whopping extensions, stunning half pass, the sweetest flying changes and the 
promise of wonderful piaffe and passage. Recently he had his first medium start 
with Dimity Lourey in the saddle and he was a winner. Don’t we like winners! My 
feeling is this horse will win all the way up to and including Grand Prix. 

From overseas comes the imported stallion Desert Storm. Stormy is unusual in 
lots of ways. He stands just 15.2hh and yet comes from just the best dressage 
bloodlines in the world. His sire, Doctor Doolittle, is by Donnerhall. The dam of 
Doctor Doolittle is by Lauries Crusader. The dam of Desert Storm is by Furst 
Heinrich and the dam of Stormy’s dam is by Rubinstein. Is there a stallion in 
Australia who can boast better dressage bloodlines than that? Unexpectedly, 
Stormy is a spectacular jumper and has won and placed up to and including 
1.15m showjumping classes. Unexpectedly, Stormy is a very talented eventer 
and has won four preliminary classes, which is the 95cm class. Has there ever 
been a stallion in Australia who is so well bred and so talented and winning in all 
three Olympic disciplines? Desert Storm was born on May 22, 2008. He is ready 
to go now. He needs somebody who is prepared to go to the coal face. 

Juanita R is a 5yo mare with turbo-charged movement. This mare has a huge 
engine and defies gravity without effort. Sensationally bred by Jive Magic out 
of a Regardez Moi mare, Juanita R has a Live Foal Guarantee (LFG) to the baby 
superstar stallion Questing R. What a package!

Fudge R is a chestnut colt born on the 11/11/11 by Fiji R. On the dam side is Jive 
Magic, Weltmeyer, Richmeed Medallion and May Sherif and Dutch Gold. This is a 
young 4yo just broken and going beautifully with a marvellous temperament and 
the whole world in front of him. 

And of course there are the service fees which do go for sometimes half price. 
The service fees do come with all the bells and whistles of a full-price purchase 
and they are just great buying. 

Finally, it is the weekend before Christmas and all through the auction there 
are displays and master classes and barbecues and drinks and everyone is 
welcome. It is a great weekend and I hope to see you there.

Cheers,

Heath        
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A MESSAGE FROM ANN-MAREE

Your life 
begins now
Time is infinite, right? Our lives are not. 

And so, as my mother delighted in saying, 
never put off till tomorrow what you can do today. 

A new pupil arrived at Byalee last year after 17 years out of the saddle. At the 
age of 64, and after a lot of thought, she decided that the career-ending injury 
that landed her in a wheelchair for six months should NOT be a valid reason for 
her to give up on her dreams. 

And so she made her way slowly but surely back into the equestrian world, 
from school horses lessons to an old dependable schoolmaster, to an elementary 
horse of her own and finally, taking the plunge, to a real live serious competition 
horse. 

She changed a lot of things in her life. She made an effort. She changed her 
financial arrangements because, being in her 60s, she recognised that if she 
didn’t make a real effort, time would beat her to her dream. 

Don’t be one of those people who don’t push evolution. If you don’t push 
evolution, the sad reality is that you’ll be dead before your achieve your dream. 
And that’s where Auction of the Stars comes in. 

You can plot your path on whatever curveball you wish, but it has to start 
somewhere. Procrastinating won’t get you to where you want to be. At the risk 
of adding yet another cliché, doing the same things gets the same results. If 
you want different results, you need to do something different, perhaps with 
something different. And perhaps that something is right here, at our Christmas 
sale. 

One of my favourite quotes is from Richard Branson. ‘If someone offers you 
a great opportunity and you’re not sure you can do it, say yes – then learn 
how to do it later.’ Auction of the Stars has a whole catalogue of those great 
opportunities and there’s really no excuse, because even if timing is an issue, 
we’ve got the lot, from ready-to-go competition winners in all the disciplines all 
the way down to the slower lane option, with service fees that allow you time to 
psych yourself up and set up those essential support networks. 

Life is short. Do it. 

Happy riding! 

Ann-Maree 



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Important Notices
CONDITIONS OF SALE

The conditions of sale that apply to this auction are publicly displayed on the 
website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at the stables and inside the 
auction arena.  A copy can be obtained from the sales office. 

DELIVERY

Horses may be collected once paid for.

PAYMENTS

Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that unless other 
arrangements are mad, terms are cash before delivery. This sale is conducted on 
a GST exclusive basis and the final price is subject to 10% GST.  Where payments 
are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 3% surcharge will be made. (No 
American Express or Diners Card.) 

TIMETABLE

Saturday, December 19
10:00am: Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares
11:45am: Open round yard
12noon: Presentation of ridden horses and trialling
2:30pm: Special presentation of foals born this season representing each  
 stallion 
3.30pm: Stallion display by 8 AOS stallions
5.00pm: Quadrille 
5:15pm: Jumping display
6:00pm: Sausage Sizzle

Sunday, December 20
7.00am: Trialling of ridden horses
9:30am: Freeschooling of unbroken stock and broodmares
11.00am: VIPs seated and drinks and nibbles are served
11.00am: Stallion master class with the eight stallions
12noon:  Auction starts

VIP booking: download the booking form at 
www.auctionofhtestars.com, contact us at 
info@auctionofthestars.com or phone 0407 453 494.
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INSURANCE

We highly recommend that you choose to insure your purchase: Cheryl Dods 
from IRT Insurance will be in attendance at the sale and she will be happy to 
answer all your insurance questions and/or you can call her on 0411 703 703.  
IRT Insurance offers fall-of-hammer cover for mortality and theft at competitive 
rates.  All auction horses have a certificate of good health acceptable for 
insurance purposes and we strongly advise that you do not transport your new 
purchase home with insuring it!

AUCTION OF THE STARS CONTACTS

Auctioneer Andrew Hearn 0412 648847
  andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

Directors  Heath Ryan 0417 656 636 info@auctionofthestars.com 
  Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494 
  am@byalee.net 

ACCOMMODATION

Sir Francis Drake   02 49871444 
Motto Farm Motel  02 49871211
Colonial Motor Inn 02 49 872244 
Sleepy Hill Motor Inn 02 49 872321

Other accommodation options are available by contacting: 
Raymond Terrace Tourism Centre   0249 871211 

DIRECTIONS

The Newcastle Equestrian Centre is on the Pacific Highway at Motto Farm, 
between Raymond Terrace and Hexham. 

You will find it between the Sir Francis Drake motel and the Motto Farm 
Convention Centre. 

It is just 15 minutes from Newcastle Airport – 2273 Pacific Highway, Heather-
brae. 
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RIDDEN HORSE TRIALLING
This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling program. 
We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden horses to 
pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. Of course you 
are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in the weeks preceding 
the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of riding in front of a crowd on 
the official trialling day. Our take on this is that if you are too embarrassed to look 
out for your own interests, then certainly nobody else will. Also, if you have dreams 
and ambitions, secret or otherwise, and being embarrassed is the biggest obstacle 
you have to overcome, then really life is not too bad. Realistically you will have to 
overcome much bigger obstacles than just being self-conscious or embarrassed. Get 
out there, trial these horses and take advantage of a great opportunity.

At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse against 
the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in competition, one 
horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena which is very difficult to 
replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a passion discipline and in most 
instances when buying privately a prospective purchaser falls in love with a horse and 
buys it. In the auction situation, a prospective purchaser is much more likely to weigh 
up the pros and cons of each horse on a comparative basis. Of course, falling in love 
with the horse is a critical ingredient for success but we at the AOS would encourage 
you firstly to select your next horse on an intellectual level, then follow your heart 
and fall in love with the horse. We all know of people that have bought horses that 
didn’t turn out to be everything they had hoped for but nevertheless, love the horse 
and persevere even when it is clear they should sell and start again. Treat the auction 
trialling as a day at the office.

We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their wish 
list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks mediocre in 
the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than you had expected. 
Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the catalogue, and then be 
disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two horses you will lose track of 
details on each horse so we encourage you to write notes on each horse immediately 
after trialling them. Also, watching a horse being trialled by other riders is a great way 
of assessing honesty and rideability.

The first official trialling is at 12noon on Saturday and we would encourage all 
interested parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling. This does give you as 
the potential buyer the opportunity to have another ride the next day Sunday, at 7am. 
This also gives you enough time to research the horses and talk to the owners.

The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena and 
are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming up and 
just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to have a little 
sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial a horse by 
approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so as to keep the 
trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each trialling is tailored 
to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first and foremost priority 
is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is a very hectic schedule with 
two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all in two days, so horse welfare is a 
major consideration. We are of course very aware of also servicing the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact
Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636 or email info@auctionofthestars.com
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QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics

Wholly Relics is based in a heritage-
listed building that was once part 
of the old Maitland flour mill, 
which dates back to 1860-1870. 
Wholly Relics specialises in quality 
antiques, and carries a huge range 
of constantly changing stock.

The bottom floor of Wholly Relics 
is a treasure trove of top quality 
pieces, including Royal Doulton, 
Shelley, Winton, Belleek and 
Limoges. There is crystal, plus 
glassware including a huge 
range of Victorian and some 
Georgian, in red, green, purple, 
yellow and white. 

There is costume jewellery and knick-knacks, plus a 
great selection of quality furniture, lamps and accessories 
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, and a huge range of popular 
Masters’ prints. Those who wander upstairs are able to 
fossick for a bargain amid the lower-priced goods. 

If you are visiting the Hunter, make sure you 
take the time to call in. We are open from 
10am to 4pm Thursday to Sunday, or by 
appointment. 

Just 15 minutes from the freeway, 
Wholly Relics is right on the New 
England Highway at East Maitland 
and has plenty of off-road parking 
behind the building.

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au
99 Newcastle Road, East Maitland

www.whollyrelics.com.au
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P E R F OR M A NC E          M A I N T E NA NC E         R E HA B I L I TAT ION

FREE DEMONSTRATION!
TO BOOK A

AU S  1 8 0 0  1 7 8  5 2 8   -   N Z  0 5 0 8  3 7 8  4 7 7
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P ROU DLY  AU ST R A L IA N  OW N E D  &  M A DE

To  Get  Th e  B e s t !

Us e d  By  Th e  B e s t. . .

INCREASE CIRCULATION & LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE & RECOVERY

RELAX MUSCLES & IMPROVE SUPPLENESS

IMPROVE JOINT MOBILITY

CALL
NOW!
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OUR SUPERSTAR 

S I R E S 

OUR 

S T A R S 

Lot A Regardez Moi
Lot B Byalee Briar
Lot C Highland Blue Diamond
Lot D Wimbourne Constable
Lot E Markus V
Lot F Byalee Wow Wie rw
Lot G Highland McGuire
Lot H Quest R

Lot 1 Jedi R
Lot 2 Relish R
Lot 3 Buckwell Park Joop
Lot 4 BZ Frances
Lot 5 Jaybee Allison
Lot 6 Jam R
Lot 7 SR Trackerjack
Lot 8 Royalty R  
Lot 9 Byalee Gucci
Lot 10 Rumble R 
Lot 11 Jennings R
Lot 12 Heathmont Don Romancier
Lot 13 Rhythm and Song R 

Index

Scan the barcode  with your smartphone or 
ipad to link directly to the Auction of the 
Stars website. 

WIN
THE LUCKY 

DOOR PRIZE!

A service fee to the 

AOS stallion of your 

choice!

Lot 14 Red Morning Light R
Lot 15 Adloo Tamara
Lot 16 Woodside Maestro
Lot 17 Music R
Lot 18 Rosco R 
Lot 19 Alderbaron Freestyler
Lot 20 Jazz Ballad R
Lot 21 Jaybee Cazaly
Lot 22 Buckwell Park Jamaica
Lot 23 Rufio R
Lot 24 Suzi Q R
Lot 25 Revlon 
Lot 26 Pretty R 

INDEX
OUR SUPERSTAR SIRES
Lot A Regardez Moi
Lot B Byalee Briar
Lot C Jive Magic
Lot D Marcus V
Lot E Questing R
Lot F Fiji R
Lot G Byalee Wow Wie rw
Lot H Wimborne Constable

Auction
Lot 1 Desert Storm
Lot 2 Juanita R
Lot 3 Mallyon Hills Jongkind
Lot 4 Byalee Breathless
Lot 5  Southern Cross Danure
Lot 6  Buckwell Park Kojack
Lot 7 Jayhawke R
Lot 8 Green Rocks Fleur
Lot 9 Fairview Just Love
Lot 10 Jolina R
Lot 11 Le Touch CG
Lot 12 Ferro Magnifique
Lot 13 BZ Jingle Song
Lot 14 Daccord
Lot 15 Byalee Blitz
Lot 16 Bliss
Lot 17 Fudge R
Lot 18 Peaches R
Lot 19 Shadow Dancer R 

Lot 20 Moi Magnifique 
Lot 21 Byalee Wishes 
Lot 22 Rondelle R
Lot 23 Sycamore R 
Lot 24 Southern Cross Corona
Lot 25 Byalee Bracelet
Lot 26 Jive Lady R
Lot 27 Platypus Run Chicago
Lot 28 Fiore R
Lot 29 Overflow Billabong
Lot 30 Raymonda R
Lot 31 BZ Rohan
Lot 32 Florencio Magnifique 
Lot 33 Revelwood Radiant Kiss 
Lot 34 Mallyon Hills Whistler
Lot 35 Southern Cross Draco
Lot 36 Lima Magic
Lot 37 Byalee Wizard
Lot 38 Magik
Lot 39 Hoc’s Paula

Scan the barcode with your smartphone 
or ipad to link directly to the Auction of 
the Stars website.

WIN 
THE LUCKY

DOOR PRIZE!
A service fee to the
AOS stallion of your

choice!
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Regardez Moi
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW     

LOT
A

Black stallion 1996 16.3hh

Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian 
history with more than 40 Grand Prix wins, and similar record wins in the Grand
Prix special and freestyles. He has been Australian Grand Prix Champion no 
less than three times!. There is nothing he hasn’t done: Grand Prix champion 
at Equitana for three consecutive years, winning the Grand Prix Special at 
Australia’s CDI and the Grand Prix Freestyle by more than 4 % last year, 
representing Australia at the 2009 World Cup Final in Las Vegas. Regardez Moi 
has sired many outstanding competition youngsters including Utopia Cardinal, 
now placing and even surpassing his sire on occasion at Grand Prix. Other 
offspring are winning at PSG and Intermediate I levels. Weanlings by Regardez 
Moi have also been outstanding successes in the auction arena, averaging as 
much as $17,000 in past auctions. We firmly believe that Regardez Moi offspring 
will make a great contribution to Australia performing brilliantly at the Olympic 
Games in the near future. Live cover only.

Rubinstein
Rozenkavalier

Romadour II
Diva

Antine
Angelo
Dodona

Clothilde
Consul

Swazi
Cornau

Debby
Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo)

Service fee: $3850 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

2 x
Service

Fees

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW    

LOT
B

Palomino stallion 2004 17.2hh

AOS goes to great lengths to ensure that we have the stallions with the best 
Grand Prix genetics in the world - this is one of them, and Byalee Briar is the only 
stallion in Australia by Bjorsells Briar 899 who is shaping up to be competitive 
and startlingly spectacular. Briar has had a quiet beginning to his career, but Ann-
Maree has never given up on her vision and his schooling is now allowing those 
genetics and underlying talents to come to fruition. This is what we advocate, 
that those genetics give us what no one else has! Briar is showing signs of 
realising his promise and is responding positively to schooling in piaffe, passage, 
tempi changes and pirouettes. He is now finding new gears that make him very 
exciting! He is completely focused on a pathway to Grand Prix, but having said 
that, the information we are getting back is that he is also throwing serious 
jumping talent, which is just a bonus. Bjorsells Briar 899 (elitelisted stallion) was 
for seven years the world’s number one dressage breeding stallion. However, he 
actually scored higher for jumping than dressage at his stallion testing, as did 
Briar’s dam sire, Bernstein, another elite-listed Swedish warmblood. Briar has 
an advanced level qualifying average of more than 65% and we look forward 
to even better to come. Briar is renowned for his amazingly calm temperament 
and buyers are enthusiastic about his youngstock, which inherit his statuesque 
conformation and athletic ability. Live cover only.

Bjorsells Briar 899
Magini

Maraton
Gabinette

Charis
Krocket
Michaela

Florine
Benrstein

Napoleon
Bristol Cream

Flaurinne
Nepal
Flaura

Service fee: $2200 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

2 x
Service

Fees

Pic: Stuart Scott



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Jive Magic
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW  

LOT
C

Bay stallion 16.3hh 1996

Unfortunately Jive Magic was injured and so did not continue his campaign as 
a top Grand Prix competition horse. He did, however, earn a reputation of being 
the most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia. Jive Magic won some of the 
biggest Grand Prix competitions on the circuit, including the prestigious Sydney 
CDI. As a sire, Jive Magic is experiencing huge success. His very first foal went 
Grand Prix and is called Jeff the Chef. Jeff the Chef is campaigning in the USA, 
while in Australia, Johnny Depp moved into the Grand Prix arena when just 7yo, 
with outstanding success at the age of 8. At State and national championships 
and in young rider classes, as well as in young horse classes, Jive’s offspring 
have been winning championships, while Rozzie Ryan is campaigning champion 
small tour horse Jarrah R. Just Dance (Katina smith) has recently chalked up 
his first wins at PSG and Inter I, while Jazzki won the 5yo young horse class at 
Dressage with the Stars 2013. Youngstock by Jive Magic are inclined to have 
very fancy movement.

Jazz
Cocktail

Purioso
Ulissa

Charmante
Ulster
Warmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling

Landadel
Griselda

Gieke Utopia
Aktion
Cristel Utopia

Service fee: $3850 including GST, Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636, 
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

2 x
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Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Markus V
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW    

LOT
D

Black stallion 2004 16.2hh

Markus V is a stunning, black, modern purebred Friesian stallion who has 
brought unique bloodlines to Australia. His sire, Fabe 348, produces talented, 
well-conformed offspring with Grand Prix progeny already competing in Europe.
Markus V offers the masses of mane, tail and feathers of a true Friesian along 
with the agility and talent of a warmblood. He is a registered Foalbook Stallion 
with the KFPS (Royal Friesian Horse Society), was awarded Star and Sport 
Predicates by the Society, and received a score of 80 in the ridden test at the 
recent 2015 NSW Friesian Inspection with Emma Bishop in the saddle. Markus V
has been taken on by young rider Bryce Russell, who imported Markus with his
father, Michael. Markus, an already advanced dressage horse, has been able to
carry Bryce up the grades in dressage and has begun schooling fantastic piaffe
and changes, something completely new to Bryce, but with Markus’ kind, willing
temperament and amazing rideability, he has picked up the more advanced 
movements very quickly. He is very easy to handle and doesn’t have a mean 
bone in his body. This stallion is very exciting as a new addition to Australia’s 
gene pool and his talent in the dressage arena, watch this space for his first 
foals to be born next year.

Fabe 348
Melle 311

Frans 289
Woltje

Kee
Romke 234
Hilja

Tjarda O
Anton 343

Oege 267
Iduna

Ulrieka
Dirk 298
Lotty

Service fee: $1600 (No GST)
Contact Bryce Russell on 0430 485144 or bryce_r_1998@hotmail.com

2 x
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Fees



Auction of the Stars  Newcastle, NSW

Questing R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS         

LOT
E

Chestnut stallion 26/9/11 17hh 

Questing R is a fascinating addition to the Ryans’ stallion band. He was bred by 
Michelle and Judith Buckley from  Hunterveiw Stud, Scone and is by Quarterback, 
who carries the QuandoQuando bloodline. Quando Quando represented Australia 
in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 Olympic Games in 
Hong Kong. Quando has the most amazing temperament and this has found its 
way all the way down to Questing R. Quarterback, the sire of Questing R, was 
the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He scored a 10 for his rideablilty. On 
Quarterback’s dam line is Poesie who is by Brentano II. Poesie is the mother 
of Poetin who won the Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. Poetin sold 
€2.5million! Questing R’s dam is by Brentano II out of a Wenzel mare. Brentano 
II is famous for producing international Grand Prix dressage horses including 
Brentina, winner of the World Cup Final in 2003 at Goteborg, Sweden. Right down 
the bottom of Questing R’s pedigree is Stirling Desire, with  Donnerhall, Pik Bube 
and Salute bloodlines. Questing R has extreme big loose paces with promise 
of extravagant expression. Questing R has started his competition career  with 
a whopping 83%, winning his first test ever. The first foals to Questing R are 
just hitting the ground now and are sensational. Questing R is the next young 
superstar to take on Australia.  Chilled semen only. Service fee $1100.

Quarterback
Quarterman

Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut

Passionata
Brandenburger
Poesie

Hunterveiw Benita
Brentano 11

Bolero
Glocke

Hunterveiw Pia
Wenzel
Stirling Desire

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au

2 x
Service

Fees

Service fee: $1100 including GST Contact Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au
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LOT
F

Florencio I
Florestan I Fidelio

St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch 

Walesa Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli

Hawaii
Harvard Hohenstein

Carina

Habanera  Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

2 x
Service

Fees

Black stallion 1/7/2004 16.2hh

Fiji R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Fiji R is an exciting young imported stallion campaigned and trained by young 
rider Breanna Tilitzki. Breanna has had great success with Fiji R, winning 
with scores over 75%. These scores have been posted at major competitions 
including Sydney competitions. Fiji R has now started competing at Prix St 
Georges and Intermediate I levels. Fiji R has the quietest of temperaments and 
often will be found at Young Rider competitions with just Breanna and her Mum 
as rider and guardian. This temperament Fiji R passes on to his foals. Fiji R has 
quite remarkable paces with a very distinctive walk. Trot is fully suspended with 
adefinite ballerina poise between beats. Canter is beautifully balanced and uphill 
with super easy flying changes. Fiji R is sensationally bred with his sire Florencio 
being both the 5yo and again the 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. 
Florencio I is by Florestan I who has emerged as one of the recent very important 
dressage lines in Germany and who has a number of Olympic offspring to his 
credit already. On the dam line is a mix of Trakehner through the very famous 
Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke line. The Hill Hawke line 
has become famous as a dam line by also being the dam line of the Welt Hit line. 
Many of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster growing out in their 
backyard for the future including riders such as Rachael Sanna.

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au

Service fee: $3,300 including GST |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE, NULKABA, NSW       

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 

sh
ow
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 

| Horse Deals since 198654

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 
only. $12,000. 
Ph 0411 545 310, 
Dubbo. 

853-nov13

sh
ow

Quality False Tails
Handmade 
with pride 
by Orion 
Products. 
Over 25 years 
experience. 
Made from real 
horse hair.
Prices from: 
$77 Filler 
$100 Single
$130 Double
$160 Triple.
Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Grey usually available. COD delivery. Phone 0428 844 260.
85-nov13

Prestige Horse Transport

Covering NSW, QLD, SA and Vic
 Also covering all of Vic inc. Mildura

Air Ride Suspension
Cameras

Skilled and Professional Drivers
Superior Ventilation

0422 476 457  
enquiries@prestigehorsetransport.com.au

www.prestigehorsetransport.com.au

Winner & Runner Up from qualifying classes: 
2012 and 2013 SHCV Masters Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC NSW Horse of the Year Show

2012 and 2013 SHC-SA Inc. Hack of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC WA Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHCQ Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC-TAS Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 NTSHA Horse of the Year

Saturday 1st March 
Boneo Park, Victoria 
Closing date: 27 January 2014

Supported by the 
2014 SHCV Autumn Classic 

Sunday 2 March 2014 Boneo Park
Grand National Qualifying Show

Closing date: 27 January 2014

Proudly presented by the 

Show Horse Council of Victoria

Classes that qualify:
Open Saddle Classes

Open Show Hunter Classes

Open Rider Classes

Child’s Saddle Classes

All SHC members eligible

2014
All-States Showdown

Enquiries to:
Nicole Morrison M: 0488 791 060
Tony Norris M: 0417 037 647
shcv@eques.com.au

www.shcv.com.au

Design Sandy Morphett

All-StatesShowdown 2014 schedule.indd   1 25/06/2013   11:52:41 PM
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 
Lovely free movement. For 
sale as need a show jumper. 
$4,500 firm.
Phone 0432 635 069, 
Leeton, NSW.

735-nov13

Eastwood
7yo, 15.1hh TB 
gelding. Harry is a 
super Hunter type with 
great conformation, 
good bone, quiet 
temperament and 
wonderful movement. 
He has a lovely quality 
about him. He will stand 
out in the Hunter Ring 
but also produce a 
great dressage test in 
the Interschool arena. 
$8,000 ono.
Ph 0409 341 056, 
Logan Village, Qld.

1153-nov13

| Horse Deals since 198654

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 
only. $12,000. 
Ph 0411 545 310, 
Dubbo. 

853-nov13

sh
ow

Quality False Tails
Handmade 
with pride 
by Orion 
Products. 
Over 25 years 
experience. 
Made from real 
horse hair.
Prices from: 
$77 Filler 
$100 Single
$130 Double
$160 Triple.
Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Grey usually available. COD delivery. Phone 0428 844 260.
85-nov13

Prestige Horse Transport

Covering NSW, QLD, SA and Vic
 Also covering all of Vic inc. Mildura

Air Ride Suspension
Cameras

Skilled and Professional Drivers
Superior Ventilation

0422 476 457  
enquiries@prestigehorsetransport.com.au

www.prestigehorsetransport.com.au

Winner & Runner Up from qualifying classes: 
2012 and 2013 SHCV Masters Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC NSW Horse of the Year Show

2012 and 2013 SHC-SA Inc. Hack of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC WA Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHCQ Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC-TAS Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 NTSHA Horse of the Year

Saturday 1st March 
Boneo Park, Victoria 
Closing date: 27 January 2014

Supported by the 
2014 SHCV Autumn Classic 

Sunday 2 March 2014 Boneo Park
Grand National Qualifying Show

Closing date: 27 January 2014

Proudly presented by the 

Show Horse Council of Victoria

Classes that qualify:
Open Saddle Classes

Open Show Hunter Classes

Open Rider Classes

Child’s Saddle Classes

All SHC members eligible

2014
All-States Showdown

Enquiries to:
Nicole Morrison M: 0488 791 060
Tony Norris M: 0417 037 647
shcv@eques.com.au

www.shcv.com.au

Design Sandy Morphett

All-StatesShowdown 2014 schedule.indd   1 25/06/2013   11:52:41 PM
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 
Lovely free movement. For 
sale as need a show jumper. 
$4,500 firm.
Phone 0432 635 069, 
Leeton, NSW.

735-nov13

Eastwood
7yo, 15.1hh TB 
gelding. Harry is a 
super Hunter type with 
great conformation, 
good bone, quiet 
temperament and 
wonderful movement. 
He has a lovely quality 
about him. He will stand 
out in the Hunter Ring 
but also produce a 
great dressage test in 
the Interschool arena. 
$8,000 ono.
Ph 0409 341 056, 
Logan Village, Qld.

1153-nov13

LOT
G

Flaxen chestnut stallion 01/01/10 15.2hh

Wow is a stunning little stallion, winning official elementary dressage on more
than 70%, medium level on more than 67%, and training tempi changes 
and piaffe. Wow is being campaigned by Dimity Lourey, and like mother like 
daughter, she is completely focused on training him to Grand Prix level. This will 
be the first horse that Dimity has trained herself to that level, but we have every 
confidence in Wow. He is a stallion with a great temperament, naturally sound 
and although few people make this journey to Grand Prix with success, watch 
this spot! Dimity is going to be one of them and the AOS stallions do have an 
unbelievable history of going all the way to Grand Prix. You would have to think 
that when AOS suggests a stallion is going to go all the way, history says you 
have to sit up and take notice. It’s all in the genetics – AOS was way ahead of 
our time when we ensured that we bought in the best bred stallions. Wow is by 
Wie Weltmeyer, a top showjumper and Grand Prix dressage horse before his 
international dressage career with Emma Hindle (UK). He is out of the impeccably 
bred TB mare Law Suit, who descends from the highly sought-after bloodlines of 
Son In Law, Blue Peter, Precipitation and Vain to name but a few.

Wie Weltmeyer
(frozen import)

Weltmeyer
World Cup
Anka

Daisy
Dynamo
Danja

Law Suit
Lawyer

Waajib
Resound Lady

Jacali
Abs
Special Spirit

2 x
Service

Fees

Service fee: $1100 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

Pic: Jody M Photography
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Wimborne Constable
ON ACCOUNT OF KYLIE AND PHILIP EWART      

Pic: Main Event Photography

LOT
H

Dark brown stallion 22/11/08 16.2hh

Constable is by the sensational eventing stallion Contenda who until recently 
was being ridden by Shane Rose at two-star eventing level. Contenda is battling 
an injury and may well have to retire but there are some absolutely sensational 
photos of Shane and Contenda jumping on the net. Contenda carries the 
fantastic jumping blood of Contender from Germany.  Contenda also carries the 
TB blood of Bolero. Indeed the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered 
a dynasty. On the dam line are equally impressive bloodlines. Constable is out of 
the mare Wimborne Paint it Black who in turn is by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous 
for siring many of the Dutch Grand Prix dressage horses including Totilas. Totilas 
is considered by many to be the best dressage horse the world has ever seen 
to date. Totilas sold to Germany for a rumoured A$22million. Constable has 
started his eventing career with Heath Ryan in the saddle and is now a year 
into competition. Constable has been a standout success winning most of his 
starts and progressing rapidly to 1* eventing, the equivalent of Prix St George in 
dressage. Constable wins the dressage, is very brave and honest cross country 
and does seems to have the most awesome ability to jump and simultaneously 
be super careful. It is still early days, however, Constable is giving off all the signs 
of being an Olympic horse. Very exciting.

Contenda
Contendro 1

St. Pr. H. Contender
Bravo

Ballerina
Bolero
St. Pr. Lexa

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi

Krostolany
Gondola ll

Wimborne Four Seasons
Vivaldi
Christadorf

2 x
Service

Fees

Service fee: chilled semen only, $1320 including GST Contact Heath Ryan 
0417 656 636 www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: Main Event Photography
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What We do: 
•  Contracts - off the shelf or tailored legal contracts 

for myriad transactions involving horses – sale and 
purchase, lease, breeding, agistment, spelling, 
liability for accidents, joint ownership, sales agent. 

•  Valuations of Performance horses 
•  Syndication of Performance horses 
•  HorseForce Legal operated by Michael Mackinnon

We offer customer support for all contracts sold, so if you 
need to enforce the contract and need legal advice or 
guidance, HorseForce Legal is there for you.

Why write your own contract without such vital and 
specialized legal backup? Avoid leaving something 
important out, contravening the law or breaching copyright 
by using our affordable and easy to read and use contracts. 

order online!

has you covered!

www.horseforce.com.au 
Ph (03) 9745 2611 or (03) 9329 1494  HorseForce Pty Ltd 
Suite 25, 70 Racecourse Rd Nth Melbourne 3051
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Desert Storm
ON ACCOUNT OF AMY DEAN

LOT
1

Black stallion 22/05/08 15.2hh

Desert Storm is a stunning imported black Oldenburg stallion. He is a beautiful 
type with a great temperament and very trainable attitude. His movement is big 
and correct. Desert Storm is also a very fancy jumper. He loves to jump. He is 
careful, bold and brave with a great technique. Desert Storm represents some 
of the best bloodlines in the world today. Donnerhall and Rubinstein bloodlines 
are the “crème del la crème” of the top Olympic Grand Prix competitors. Desert 
Storm also carries Lauries Crusador and Florestan I bloodlines, which have 
both produced Olympic Grand Prix dressage horses. Desert Storm is currently 
competing in eventing at EvA95. He has been very successful in eventing 
so far. He has had 10 eventing starts for six wins and a second with three 
different riders, most recently winning the EvA95 at Quirindi 3DE and placing 
2nd in the EvA95 at Quirindi ODE. Desert Storm is also currently competing 
in 1.15m showjumping successfully. He has scored up to 82% in eventing 
dressage and competed in official dressage with wins and placings. He is a 
star on the rise with a very serious career in front of him. Desert Storm a very 
versatile stallion proving he can do it all and win! Check him out at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHQ8B0piErk and https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hyP_09zBM28. 

Dr Doolittle
Donnerhall

Donnerwetter
Ninette

Lacoste
Lauries Crusador XX
Akelei

Aika
Fuerst Heinrich

Florestan I
Dawina

Alexa
Rubinstein I
Abba

Pic: Willow’s Leap Photography

AUCTION OF THE STARS HORSEWORLD STADIUM

What We do: 
•  Contracts - off the shelf or tailored legal contracts 

for myriad transactions involving horses – sale and 
purchase, lease, breeding, agistment, spelling, 
liability for accidents, joint ownership, sales agent. 

•  Valuations of Performance horses 
•  Syndication of Performance horses 
•  HorseForce Legal operated by Michael Mackinnon

We offer customer support for all contracts sold, so if you 
need to enforce the contract and need legal advice or 
guidance, HorseForce Legal is there for you.

Why write your own contract without such vital and 
specialized legal backup? Avoid leaving something 
important out, contravening the law or breaching copyright 
by using our affordable and easy to read and use contracts. 

order online!

has you covered!

www.horseforce.com.au 
Ph (03) 9745 2611 or (03) 9329 1494  HorseForce Pty Ltd 
Suite 25, 70 Racecourse Rd Nth Melbourne 3051
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Juanita R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS        

LOT
2

Chestnut mare 28/11/10 15.3hh
PPT Questing R LFG

Juanita R is a compact youngster with a very uphill way of going. She has great 
bend through all joints in all the paces and certainly presents herself as a very 
serious athlete. Movement to burn! Juanita R is by the Grand Prix dressage 
stallion Jive Magic out of Rah Rah R who in turn is by the three-time Australian 
Grand Prix Dressage Champion Regardez Moi. Further back in the pedigree is 
Misty Morning R who is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Richmeed Medallion, 
Medallion being the sire of Grand Prix dressage horses and Olympian Mystery 
Whisper. Further back again is Diamond Delight R who carries the Grand Prix 
dressage bloodline of Atlanta Olympics Gold Medallist Donnerhall. Juanita R 
carries more Grand Prix immediate parentage than nearly any other individual 
ever before presented. Juanita R is in foal to Questing R who is the next young 
superstar stallion to be promoted by the Ryans. Questing R scored 83% on his 
first competition outing and carries the Olympic bloodlines of Quando Quando 
and Brentano II. Juanita R is a very serious consideration for anyone with dreams 
of international stardom, or anyone with a desire to be seen riding a horse of 
the highest calibre or anyone nursing a dream of a boutique breeding program 
aimed at the elite. Juanita R is a great opportunity.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Frughling
Gieke Utopia

Rah Rah
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Misty Morning R
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Diamond Delight R

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Mallyon Hills Jongkind 
ON ACCOUNT OF MALLYON HILLS WARMBLOOD STUD      

LOT
3

Bay filly 25/08/13 15.3hh

Jongkind is a smaller-packaged warmblood, but  very strong and full of potential. 
She has been sired by SLH Alexandre, a local Australian warmblood with both 
Aachimedes and Valuta in his bloodlines. Aachimedes is well-known for throwing 
an exceptional temperament, and has been described as being ‘the most 
successful sire of dressage horses in Australia today’. Valuta was imported to 
Australia by Mary Hanna and Gert Donvig, and was campaigned at Grand Prix.  On 
the dam line we have Contenda and Weltmeyer (through Wenkstern). Contenda 
is a well-known eventing stallion campaigned by Shane Rose. Weltmeyer has 
been an extremely well-known sire of dressage horses throughout the world. 
As of today, Weltmeyer has produced 70 licensed sons, all of them excellent 
stallions. A study of the pedigree of many internationally prominent dressage 
horses reveals that many are either by sons of Weltmeyer or out of his daughters. 
So this little filly has plenty of dressage genetic credentials.
Check out Jungkind at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cf0gAInzfp0

SLH Alexandre
Jaybee Always 

Aachimedes
Stirling Coriander

Karingal Yenti
Valuta
Leegina

Mallyon Hills Cezanne
Contenda

Contendro I
Ballerina

HV Waterlily
Wenckstern
Double TT Class
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Byalee Breathless
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES         

LOT
4

Buckskin gelding 3/10/08 17.1hh 

Byalee Breathless justifies his name and must surely take your breath away. 
The horse is naturally soft and supple beyond what is normal … he is capable 
of being ridden by riders who are not lucky enough to have advanced riding 
skills, however, he is a horse that is particularly exciting for a rider with top-
of-the-range skills because he can - and does - respond brilliantly with great 
expression. He shows sensational extensions, is showing signs of wonderful, 
wonderful flying changes, he is good in all the two-track work while the canter 
pirouettes and piaffe do look to be extraordinarily gifted. At his first medium 
competition Breathless won both tests and was champion medium horse. He is 
by Byalee Briar (imp), by the world’s top Grand Prix dressage stallion for seven 
years, Bjorsells Briar 899. His dam is Byalee Miracle, a full sister to Grand Prix 
champion Byalee Magic, sold for some $300,000. Miracle is by Grand Prix 
stallion Richmeed Medallion (imp) out of Stirling Savannah (Salute/ Ludendorf/
Monopol, all imported). Breathless is genuine in all ways and we already know 
that we will be regretting selling him; we do however have the sire and dam!  
Breathless has the potential to be a truly international horse with an amazing 
future ahead of him. 

Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis 

Florine
Bernstein
Flaurinne

Byalee Miracle 
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Catherston Desert Gold 

Stirling Savannah
Salute (imp)
Stirling Anna 
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Southern Cross Danure 
ON ACCOUNT OF SOUTHERN CROSS WARMBLOODS    

LOT
5

Black/brown colt 28/12/13 mature 16.1hh

Danure’s sire is Southern Cross Regor, by Rozzie Ryan’s wonderfully successful 
Grand Prix dressage stallion Jive Magic. His dam is Southern Cross Carina, with 
the imported genetics of Valuta, Ludendorf and Domherr. Carina is also the dam 
of Southern Cross Nova, a qualified three-star eventer. Heath thinks Nova is one 
of the most talented eventers he has worked with. Southern Cross Eclipse’s sire 
is Earl (imp frozen semen). Earl at the 2002 Performance test in Adelheidsdorf 
had an overall score of 143.93 putting him in 1st place, his dressage score was 
139.93 (2nd) and his jumping score was 127.55, 3rd place. These scores, his 
excellent conformation and rideability make him an ideal sire for our modern 
performance horses. Earl is also homozygous for the black gene and this is 
reflected in Danure’s colour. Southern Cross Danure is a black/brown colt with 
a star and two hind socks. He should mature to be in excess of 16hh. He has 
an expressive trot, a true three-beat uphill canter and a large overtrack in the 
walk. Southern Cross Danure has a superb pedigree as well as the looks, the 
movement, the trainability to become a superstar of the future. 

Southern Cross Regor
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Southern Cross Carina 
Valuta
Southern Cross Caterina 

Southern Cross Eclipse
Earl

Escudo I 
Ladina

Snappy Mistress
Snappy Landing
Kate Louise  
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Buckwell Park Kojack
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK    

LOT
6

Black gelding 02/10/14 mature 16.3hh

This is a strong, well-grown yearling gelding.  He has good bone without being 
coarse, and is a very handsome individual. We expect him to go 16.2/3hh.  He 
is by the young imported stallion, Fiji R who has recently embarked on his 
Grand Prix career. He is well known for producing good-looking progeny with 
fantastic trainable temperaments. Kojack’s dam, Buckwell Park Accacia was a 
Royal Show champion who showed enormous potential as a dressage horse 
prior to injury.  In her first season under saddle she was IDA preliminary and 
novice champion.  This youngster carries bloodlines that include Grundstein II,  
Florenstan I, Souvenir etc so, performance is what he is bred for whether it 
be dressage, jumping or eventing.  He has big, elastic movement.  His walk 
is powerful with good overtrack, his trot shows good hock action, is ground 
covering and bold; his canter is soft and uphill. He is naturally quiet with a great 
attitude.   

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Buckwell Park Acacia 
Grandkavalier (imp)

Grundstein II
Resista

Buckwell Park Destiny
Koyuna Supreme
Wavecrest Breeze
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Jayhawke R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
7

Bay gelding 26/10/2012 mature 16.2hh

Jayhawke R is by the very powerful Grand Prix stallion Jive Magic. Jayhawke 
R is out of the mare Swallow who is a different bloodline to many of the Ryans 
broodmares. Swallow is by Argentille Ilkay, a very fancy Dutch stallion that didn’t 
really get lots of opportunity to breed in Australia. One of the things about Ilkay 
that Australians have not picked up on is that he is by Varient, the dam line of 
Valegro, currently the Olympic gold medallist from London 2012 and reigning 
world champion from WEG 2014. The few Ilkays that did get out there in the 
sport have competed and performed very well. Swallow, dam, of Jayhawke, is 
out of the mare The Swift who is by The Heron who in turn is by Satu Besau. 
Satu Besau is closely related to one of Australia’s early Grand Prix dressage 
frontrunners, Jackpot, who was ridden by Tina Wommelsdorf. The Swift was a 
very good broodmare and was also dam of the very amazing 4-star eventer 
Isabella Roselini ridden by Kadi Eykamp. Jayhawke R does have the most 
amazing bloodlines. Jayhawke R was broken in by working pupil Shoshona, the 
first horse that she has ever broken in.  His temperament is impeccable. As an 
individual he lets nobody down and fills the arena with charisma, power and 
classical poise. On top of all these qualities, Jayhawke R is the most beautiful 
type. Jayhawke R is indeed eye catching and this is what attracted Shoshona to 
him as Shoshona comes from the Australian hack ring and the Royals.  

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Frughling
Gieke Utopia

Swallow
Argentile Ilkay (imp)

Varient
Dorette

The Swift
The Heron
Cross Nancy

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Green Rocks Fleur
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX AND KAY JUSTICE     

LOT
8

Chestnut filly 4/12/2014 mature 16.1hh

Green Rocks Fleur is a beautifully bred, elegant chestnut filly, by the imported FEI 
stallion Fiji R, who is winning at Grand Prix level with young rider Bree Tilitzki. Fiji 
R is by Florencio, 5yo and 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. Fleur’s 
dam, Ribena R, is by the fabulous Grand Prix stallion, Regardez Moi, three-time 
Australian Grand Prix Champion and Australian representative at the World Cup 
Final in Las Vegas USA in 2009.  Ribena R’s dam, Shakira R, is by Salute, Salute 
being the sire of Victory Salute (Australian Grand Prix Champion and 9th at WEG 
in USA);  Stirling Stilton (highest-scoring Australian at the WEG in Spain in 2002) 
DP Christopher (NSW Grand Prix Dressage Champion); Stirling Sprite (advanced 
eventer and World Cup showjumper with Olympian Vicki Roycroft); Staccato 
(previously ranked number one eventing stallion in the world); Stirling Soux (4-
star eventer); F1 Pharenelli (4-star eventer); Sydney Lights (3-star eventer); and 
Salute also sired the dam of Mystery Whisper (competed London Olympics 2012. 
Ribena R’s full brother, Rock Legend is campaigned by owner Kay Justice and 
he shows great talent for piaffe, passage, flying changes and canter pirouettes. 
Heath says Rock Legend is born for the Grand Prix arena. Fleur has been 
beautifully handled and raised and has to be for somebody special.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Ribena R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Shakira R
Salute (imp)
Lucilla R

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Fairview Just Love 
ON ACCOUNT OF MAX & CHERYL GANDER   

LOT
9

Bay mare 2011 mature 16.1+hh

Jaylo is truly a beautiful young mare in every possible way. She has presence, 
talent, movement, a delightful temperament that is trainable and is very eager to 
please.  She was broken in earlier in the year then turned out and has been under 
saddle only one week when this photo was taken. She has great breeding with 
her sire being Jive Magic, a successful Grand Prix horse who of course needs 
no introduction, as he is a proven breeder of many very talented horses that are 
being campaigned at high levels especially in the dressage arena. Her dam is by 
Jaybee Leuwin, who is not only recognised for his looks and movement, but also 
for breeding wonderful temperaments. This mare is a testament to that given 
her generous and sweet nature. Jaylo would make a wonderful partner for any 
aspiring rider and has the potential to be a very competitive horse at the higher 
levels in any discipline, and given her lineage she would also be an asset as a 
breeding mare. She is a blank canvas just waiting for the right person to give 
her the chance to shine.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Fairview Louanne
Jaybee Leuwin

Leonardo 68
Domedin

Pagamac
Brave Lad
Princess Brava 

Pic: www.photofinish.cc
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Jolina R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS      

LOT
10

Bay mare 12/1/2011 16hh

Jolina R’s sire is Jive Magic - see front of the catalogue for more information on 
Jive Magic – while the dam is Olympia, by Grand Prix dressage stallion Richmeed 
Medallion. Medallion sired Grand Prix dressage horses and Olympic horses 
including Mystery Whisper who represented the USA at the London Olympics 
2012. Olympia is out of Diamond Delight who is by Don Ramiro. Don Ramiro 
carries the World famous Donnerhall and Pik Bube bloodlines and himself was 
an absolute sensation as a five-year-old in Australia before being sold back to 
Germany. Kenare Snowshoes is by Salute who is perhaps the most outstanding 
competition bloodline in Australia at the moment. Salute being the sire of 
Victory Salute (Australian Grand Prix Champion and 9th at WEG in USA);  Stirling 
Stilton (highest-scoring Australian at the WEG in Spain in 2002) DP Christopher 
(NSW Grand Prix Champion); Stirling Sprite (sdvanced eventer and World Cup 
showjumper with Olympian Vicki Roycroft); Staccato (previously ranked number 
one eventing stallion in the world); Stirling Soux (4-star eventer); F1 Pharenelli 
(4-star eventer); Sydney Lights (3-star eventer); and Salute also sired the dam of 
Mystery Whisper (competed London Olympics 2012) and this is just to mention 
a few. Jolina R is a spectacular looking youngster who has slipped through the 
system and is not broken and has not ever been put to stud. A totally spectacular 
young mare that could go anywhere.

Jive Magic
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Frughling
Gieke Utopia

Olympia
Richmeed Medallion

May Sherif
Desert Gold

Diamond Delight
Don Ramiro
Kenare Snowshoes

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Le Touche CG
ON ACCOUNT OF JANET WALK        

LOT
11

Bay gelding 16/9/2006 17hh

Le Touche CG is known in the stable as Harry and is currently working through all 
of the Prix St George work. Harry is beautifully bred, mixing Holsteiner blood from 
Lander, Monopol and Falkland in with the Dutch jumping blood of Dutchman and 
Le Mexico and also incorporating the Trakehner bloodline of Copernicus. Harry 
himself is showing signs of being a very serious dressage horse, however his 
full sister Tattiana CG was something special when it came to showjumping (with 
Julia Hargreaves, then Clem Smith). Certainly an athletic family. Harry was the 
2014 Medium Champion at Alexander Park Dressage Club. Harry is particularly 
talented in shoulder-in and half pass. He is confident in his flying changes and 
at the auction we will show off tempi changes. Canter pirouettes are a project 
in progress, however, they are very close to competition presentation standards. 
Medium trots are big and scopey and work is well and truly started on piaffe 
and passage. Harry does have a lot of promise in the piaffe and passage. At the 
moment a lot of the work is being done by young rider Bree Tillitzki. Harry is 
charismatic, powerful and handsome especially once he is going. He has a huge 
future in front of him and he is being sold by his owner most unwillingly.

Mountain View Topaz
Lander (imp)

Larenze
Mametta

Emerald
Falkland (imp)
Cooralgo

Enya
Dutchman (imp)

Le Mexico
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Copernicus (imp)
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Ferro Magnifique
ON ACCOUNT OF MAGNIFIQUE WARMBLOODS     

LOT
12

Bay colt 29/10/15 mature 16.3hh

Ferro Magnifique (Zeke) is a ripper of a colt with the most impeccable bloodlines. 
His sire Rhodium has had a fantastic dressage career but what’s most notable 
is the success of his offspring. A few of these include Evita, who won the 
Championships of Noord-Brabant in 2012; in 2005 Duval’s Capri Sonne was the 
silver medallist at the FEI World Breeding Championships in Verden; Wittinger 
sold for E280,000 in 2007; and in 2013 Cupido sold for E350,000. It’s no wonder 
when you look at Rhodium’s incredible pedigree. Sire Olympic Ferro made it 
to #1 on the BN World Stallion Rankings for dressage and was the catalyst for 
the Netherland’s silver medal win at the 2000 Olympics. Rhodium’s grandsire 
Le Mexico comes from some of the oldest and most successful bloodlines, 
tracing back to Furioso. Not to be outdone is his dam line with more influential 
sires like G. Ramiroz and Voltaire as well as his mother, grandmother and great 
grandmother being excellent jumpers. Rhodium is currently leased to Scotland to 
improve the dressage gene pool; he is the first KWPN approved dressage stallion 
to stand at stud in the country. Regante Magnifique, Zeke’s dam, is absolutely 
stunning, with 3 exceptional paces. Her sire is Regardez Moi an Australian Grand 
Prix Champion with more than 40 wins at that level. Her dam is a thoroughbred 
mare boasting Sir Tristam and Sir Ivor lines. There is no horse in the world with 
this combination of bloodlines and there is no doubt that with the right rider, 
Ferro Magnifique should go all the way to the top.

Rhodium
Olympic Ferro 
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Regante Magnifique
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BZ Jingle Song
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS         

LOT
13

Grey filly 25/11/2013 mature 16.2hh

BZ Jingle Song is an outstanding individual with her spectacular movement and 
her four white socks and blaze. Jingle Song is a standout and this will be obvious 
on inspection and to the onlookers at the auction. This mare is a standout! BZ 
Jingle Song is by one of the best dressage stallions in Australia, Jive Magic, who 
is by Jazz one of the best dressage stallions in the world. Jazz also sired Parzival, 
silver medallist at the London Olympics as well as most of Mary Hanna’s Grand 
Prix horses including Umbro. BZ Jingle Song is out of a Salute mare Singsong, a 
full sister to Snowshoes (World Cup show jumper with Vicky Roycroft). The Salute 
blood is probably the most influential performance Olympic bloodline in Australia 
today. Salute being the sire of: Victory Salute, 9th in the world at the WEG 2010 
(Brett Parbery); Stirling Stilton, highest-placed Australian combination at the 
WEG in 2002 (Heath Ryan); Staccato, ranked the number one eventing stallion 
in the world (Craig Barrett); F1 Pharenelli, short-listed for the 2012 Olympics 
(Emma Mason); DP Christopher, a NSW Grand Prix dressage champion; and 
also Socialite R, dam of Mystery Whisper, who competed at the London 2012 
Olympics for the USA. With these blood lines and standout looks and spectacular 
athleticism BZ Jingle Song is there for the taking for someone with a vision. 

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Sing Song
Salute (imp)

Saluut
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Ludendorf (imp)
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Daccord
ON ACCOUNT OF DEAN RYAN         

LOT
14

Bay mare 25/08/09 16hh

Daccord (Danni) started life as a non-outstanding racehorse, before being 
bought by Hazel Shannon and trained for 18 months. The first outstanding 
quality to make its presence felt was Danni’s amazing temperament and ability 
to improve every day - a horse that improves every day is rare indeed and the 
hallmark of very successful individuals. In dressage Danni quickly embraced 
going on the bit, with shoulder-in and half-pass particularly easy. Jumping 
was a pleasure and Danni was blessed with a natural instinct as to where 
the rails were in relation to her legs at all times. Right from the beginning she 
was very careful. She rarely touched a rail, recognised distances, and so was 
very creative in adjusting her stride in front of a fence for an optimum take-off 
spot. Danni recognised the value of a very even rhythm on course and was 
always clear thinking. Finally, Danni was both naturally brave and naturally had 
enormous scope. Without question Danni has a very serious career as a straight 
showjumper. Cross country, Danni was schooled intensively and carefully over 
water fences, ditches, banks, bounces, arrow heads, apexes and related lines - a 
natural. Hazel competed in five ODEs, up to preliminary. When Dean Ryan bought 
Danni, he was a complete beginner and had never jumped, but he was able to 
clear related lines and fences up to 1m. Danni never lost sight of her rhythm, 
creativity in front of a fence, carefulness and her quiet temperament. Dean now 
wants to concentrate on his talented dressage horse, so Danni is for sale. As an 
eventer we believe Danni would go 3*. She can be ridden by a child, teenager, 
adult or professional. This is a special mare. 
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Byalee Blitz
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES       

LOT
15

Burnt buckskin colt 10/09/13 mature 17.1hh

Byalee Blitz will surely live up to his name and blitz the competition in his career 
under saddle. He is a full brother to Byalee Breathless, Lot 4, who is showing the 
most amazing scope and promise in the dressage world. Blitz is by Byalee Briar 
(imp), by the world’s top Grand Prix dressage stallion for seven years, Bjorsells 
Briar 899. Dam Byalee Miracle is a full sister to Grand Prix champion Byalee 
Magic, sold for some $300,000. Miracle is by the champion Grand Prix stallion 
Richmeed Medallion (imp). Miracle is out of Byalee matriarch Stirling Savannah, 
who carries the three imported stallions Salute, Ludendorf and Monopol, 
responsible for countless Grand Prix horses at a time when Australia barely knew 
how to train them! Full sibling to Blitz, Byalee Bronze, sold at AOS Qld for more 
than $16,000 as a weaning, and his other full siblings sold as foals on farm for 
an average of $10,000. Blitz is a big beautiful boy who simply takes your breath 
away standing still – and then he moves. On top of that, he is friendly, bold, 
inquisitive, and just loves people and interaction. This is a truly international 
horse with an amazing future ahead of him. 

Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis 
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Bliss
ON ACCOUNT OF LORRAINE AND CHRIS PARKER     

LOT
16

Bay filly 12/10/12 mature 16.2hh

Bliss is a magnificently bred and very attractive unbroken filly and with Fiji R as 
her sire, her temperament is superb. Fiji R is a young stallion not long started 
his Grand Prix career and sires beautiful and talented progeny. Bliss’s dam, 
Hunterview Bling Bling, is an amazing mare who is so like her sire, Brentano 
II, and her movement is huge, bold and expressive with superb extension. She 
has been a broodmare but is now under saddle and we await great things from 
her. Bling Bling is out of Northern Celeste, by Northern Congress (sire of Rachael 
Downs’ Olympic horse Northern Charisma), whose bloodlines go back to Cor-de-
la-bryere via Contact. Brentano II is famous for producing International Grand 
Prix dressage horses including Brentina, winner of the World Cup Final in 2003 
in Sweden. Bliss has elegant floating paces and an uphill canter and should excel 
at dressage but also has shown a natural inclination for jumping. We see her also 
as a show prospect! She has been raised naturally outdoors, is well handled and 
very affectionate and very easy to do anything with.

Fiji (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Hauptstutbuch Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Hauptstutbuch Habanera

Hunterview  Bling Bling
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Northern Congress
Northern Silverado
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Fudge R
ON ACCOUNT OF OVERBROOK WARMBLOODS      

LOT
17

Chestnut gelding 11/11/11 mature 17hh

Fudge R is a very flashy youngster by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R, competing 
successfully with Ryan working pupil Bree Tillitski and becoming widely recognised for the 
amazing temperament that he passes onto his progeny. Fudge R is out of Jam R who in 
turn is by the impressive Grand Prix stallion Jive Magic. Jive Magic represents the Jazz 
bloodline, which has turned into a Dutch dynasty and pretty well impacts at every major 
international dressage competition, Olympics and World Championships. Jam R’s dam is 
Wham R, coming from the Weltmeyer dynasty that has swept Germany for the past 15 years. 
On the bottom line of Wham R comes the mare Marge R by the Grand Prix stallion Richmeed 
Medallion who himself represents the Danish May Sherif dynasty. Today May Sherif is still 
the only stallion in the world to produce two World Cup freestyle winners – Andiamo for 
Germany and Matador for Finland. Fudge R is the first of Jam R’s progeny to be offered for 
sale. His older full sister, Figjam R, and half-sister Relish R, have been retained by Ryans 
to join the broodmare herd. Fudge R is an extremely eye-catching youngster who has a 
naturally round way of going and just oozes personality and presence. Fudge R has the 
class and the breeding to make any owner proud. You can check out just how flash Fudge 
is under saddle at  https://www.youtu.be/Tjoz3wl2Db4. The video is taken after only six 
weeks at the breaker, and yet Fudge presents like a horse with many months’ experience. 
Fudge has a prowling walk, has inherited his sire’s powerful trot that almost hovers in mid-
air, a super soft, ground-covering canter and incredibly advanced transitions for his age and 
experience. Super talented! 

Fiji (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Jam R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Wham R
Weltmeyer (imp)
Marge R
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Peaches R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
18

Chestnut mare 28/9/10 15.3hh
PPT Wimborne Constable LFG

Peaches R represents a product from a rarely seen hidden herd of mares. These 
youngsters are eventers and are produced by Heath, for Heath! Peaches R’s 
sire Promise R is an amazing mix of Olympic dressage bloodlines in Silvano 
N who competed in the Grand Prix dressage at the Sydney 2000 Olympics for 
Holland and Flemmingh, sire of Lingh with Edward Gal and Krack C with Anky 
van Grunsven. Song R (Peaches R’s dam) is by Sanction who also sired Flame, 
who with Heath won most of the major three-day events in Australia including 
Adelaide 4-star. The dam of Sanction is Sasha who is by Sir Dane. Sir Dane 
was the sire of Stirling Shade who with Heath in the saddle a long time ago 
was twice the Australian three-day event champion. Peaches R started life as 
a broodmare simply because she represented such a wonderful collection of 
eventing genetics. She has three nice paces, is careful over fences and shows 
good technique in the air. In front of a fence Peaches R is quite creative and agile 
and is very aware of leaving the rails alone. Peaches R is in foal to Wimborne 
Constable . Wimborne Constable is currently being campaigned by Heath Ryan 
for owners Kylie and Philip Ewart and is proving to be an up-and-coming 
eventing star. He has already won the majority of his starts! Peaches R is state-
of-the-art eventing.

Promise R
Prestige VDL

Silvano N
Lavandel

AEA Fiona
Flemmingh
AEA Dutch Crown

Song R
Sanction

Biscay
Sasha

Value for Money
Hemisphere
Kiwifriendship

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Shadow Dancer R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
19

Black colt 28/10/12 mature 16.3hh

Shadow Dancer R comes from an outstanding family. His sire, Starnberg, is a 
beautiful modern stallion that was imported from Germany by Pamela Maine. At 
just 6 years of age Starnberg was completely nonchalant with piaffe, passage 
and one time changes. Starnberg is now a gelding so there is very little of this 
bloodline to come. Shadow Dancer R is currently a colt and good enough and 
quiet enough for the new owners to consider keeping him entire. Of course as 
a gelding he looks every inch an Olympian. Shadow Dancer R is out of Slinky 
who is by Salute who is arguably the most influential bloodline in Australia today 
in terms of Olympic dressage and eventing horses. Slinky’s dam Lynx is a full 
sister to Londoner. Londoner was the Australian Prix St George and Intermediate 
I Champion when he was just 6 years of age many years ago (6yos are no longer 
allowed to compete at this level). He was sold to Mary Hana who took him on 
the Trans-Tasman tour of New Zealand and here he won Grand Prix against the 
Australian and New Zealand Team. Shadow Dancer R is a magnificent individual 
with wonderful paces and quality. He is quiet and a special individual.

Starnberg (imp)
Sir Donnerhall

Sandro Hit
Contenance D

Rapunzel
Rouletto
Carina

Slinky R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Lynx
Ludendorf (imp) 
Alpha II

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Moi Magnifique
ON ACCOUNT OF MAGNIFIQUE WARMBLOODS     

LOT
20

Black/brown filly 25/10/14 mature 17+hh 

Moi Magnifique - Capri - oozes quality and presence. She is elegant yet incredibly 
powerful with three exceptional paces and is put together perfectly. Capri has 
a beautiful temperament,  is unspoilt and has had professional and correct 
handling.  She is by Regardez Moi, an Australian Grand Prix champion with more 
than 40 wins to his name. His pedigree is just phenomenal, by Rubinstein, a 
double cross of Angelo, backed up by Consul, Donnerhall, Pik Bube and Swazi.
Capri’s dam has a champion Arabian heritage, with her grandsire, Aachimedes, 
said to be the most successful sire of Grand Prix horses in Australia. Garnee 
Magnifique has proven herself to be a superb broodmare. Her first foal Regardez 
Magnifique (Garnee)  is Capri’s full brother and is a freak. He has done two 
dressage competitions , winning champion at both with scores in the 80s. He 
has the sweetest nature, is so intelligent, willing to learn and please. Capri is the 
spitting image of her brother and there is little doubt that she will end up just as 
talented and trainable. Really, the sky’s the limit with Capri, so don’t miss this 
opportunity to go all the way with this exquisite filly. See the footage of Capri’s 
full sibling Regardez Magnifique at https://youtu.be/6JsP2kZ4jNs.

Regardez Moi
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Garnee Magnifique
M’Nyana

Majid Khan
S’Yana

KG Aveda
Aachimedes
Abbylara Veila
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Byalee Wishes 
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES       

LOT
21

Bay gelding 20/12/12 mature 16.1hh

Hunter is the first-ever youngster by Byalee Wow Wie rw offered under saddle, 
out of one of our deliberately retained mares, Byalee Butterfly. Hunter is a 
straightforward, well-educated horse for his age and is growing out beautifully. 
He has been produced over winter and is ready to compete. Hunter is confident 
in walk, trot and canter and travels easily and softly on the bit, happy to work 
through baby lateral work including trot half pass and he is playing with some 
baby half steps that point to a promising Grand Prix career. Truly movements will 
never be a problem for him and we can’t wait to see him grow in balance and 
stature as he develops. Sire Byalee Wow Wie rw won his first official dressage 
outing at elementary level on more than 70%, has a 65%-plus average and 
is training half-steps and tempis as he heads along the path of the Auction of 
the Stars stallions towards Grand Prix. Dam Butterfly is half-sister to Grand 
Prix champion Byalee Magic (Ann-Maree Lourey), by Byalee Briar (imp), now 
successful at advanced level dressage and showing some seriously flash piaffe 
and passage. Hunter is a really simple to ride, untricky character and we look 
forward to watching his progress, be it in dressage or jumping or even both! 

Byalee Wow Wie rw
Wie Weltmeyer

Weltmeyer
Daisy

Law Suit
Lawyer
Jacau

Byalee Butterfly
Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Flaurine

Stirling Savannah
Salute (imp)
Stirling Anna
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Rondelle R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS         

LOT
22

Chestnut mare 1/10/06 16hh
PPT LFG Fiji R

Rondelle R is a beautiful, compact, smaller mare with a beautiful neck and head. 
Rondelle R has a very interesting pedigree being by Regardez Moi who has 
won more Grand Prix dressage competitions than any other Australian-based 
dressage stallion. Rondelle R is out of the mare Sandy, by Salute. The Salute 
blood is probably the most influential performance Olympic bloodline in Australia 
today. Salute being the sire of Victory Salute, 9th in the world at the WEG 2010; 
Stirling Stilton, who was the highest-placed Australian combination at the WEG in 
2002; Staccato, who was ranked the number one eventing stallion in the world, 
F1 Pharenelli, who was short-listed for the 2012 Olympics; DP Christopher, who 
was the NSW Grand Prix dressage champion; and also Socialite R, the mother 
of Mystery Whisper who competed at the London 2012 Olympics. Rondelle R is 
a full sister to Le Grand Ringleader, a gelding who sold in the June 2013 auction 
for $35,000. Le Grand Ringleader was a brilliant 7yo, scoring a massive 72.4% in 
his first official dressage competition. Rondelle R is in foal to Fiji R who is winning 
Grand Prix and who is siring beautiful looking youngsters who really move and 
who have very quiet and likeable temperaments. Rondelle R is a stunning mare 
with stunning potential. 

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Sandy
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

TEC Mandy
Moselfischer
Whirlwind
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Sycamore R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
23

Black colt 1/3/13 mature 16.2hh

Sycamore R is a beautiful young colt by Starnberg. Starnberg is an imported 
Oldenburg Stallion by Sir Donnerhall. At just 6 years of age Starnberg was 
already displaying magnificent and easy piaffe and passage and 15 perfectly 
straight one-time changes. This is almost unheard of anywhere in the world for 
a young 6yo stallion! Starnberg is a light modern warmblood and has the most 
beautiful conformation. However, a couple of years ago the decision was made 
to geld Starnberg. So, Sycamore R is one of the few Starnberg colts left in the 
world today. Delphinium R, the mother of Sycamore R, carries the Donnerhall 
and Pik Bube bloodlines though Don Ramiro; these are arguably some of the 
greatest family dynasties in the world. On the dam side, Delphinium R carries the 
Ludendorf line, who was not only a Grand Prix dressage horse but an advanced 
eventer. Delphinium R has produced some 12 foals, all of which have been 
stand-out successes. The first from Delphinium R was a super youngster called 
Snapdragon, today campaigning with Kathryn Crofts at Prix St Georges/Inter I. 
Jacaranda R is being campaigned by Rochelle King Andrews with great success 
at Prix St George and Intermediate I level. Sycamore R is sensationally well bred 
and represents a fresh canvas.

Starnberg (imp)
Sir Donnerhall

Sandro Hit
Contenanced

Rapunzel
Rouletto
Carina

Delphinium R
Don Ramiro (imp)

Don Primero
Princess Chen

Lilac
Ludendorf (imp)
Faleten
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Southern Cross Corona 
ON ACCOUNT OF SOUTHERN CROSS WARMBLOODS      

LOT
24

Chestnut gelding 11/12/12 mature 16.1hh

Southern Cross Corona is an impressive 16.1hh gelding with the looks of 
a superstar. He is the result of over 30 years of dedicated and specialised 
warmblood breeding. He has a naturally correct walk, a slow but very powerful 
trot and his canter is balanced and uphill in front. He has a very sweet, calm 
nature and is showing a high calibre of trainability and rideability. He has recently 
been broken in (photo at two weeks) and the breaker could not speak highly 
enough of him. His pedigree features some of the most influential stallions in 
Australia: Domherr, (sire of Kibah Tic Toc & Dom Eden), Ludendorf (imported 
super sire) Valuta (Gert Dorvig’s imported stallion) and Salute (imp) and Daktylus. 
Corona’s sire Southern Cross Dorado has only had a limited number of mares but 
has sired Grand Prix dressage horses like Southern Cross Aquilla and two-star 
eventers like Southern Cross Nashira. He sired Wimborne Supermodel (Justine 
Donohue), which as a foal placed very highly in ACE assessment. Corona’s 
grand-dam, Southern Cross Caterina, competed successfully at FEI dressage 
and among progeny from Corona’s dam (Southern Cross Carina) is Southern 
Cross Nova, an exciting 2* eventer (now qualified 3*) described by Heath Ryan as 
having “… unbelievable jumping ability… her future in eventing is unlimited”. 
Another sibling of Corona’s is Southern Cross Altair, sold sight unseen to WA 
where this wonderful, athletic gelding is becoming very successful in dressage 
and is beginning his eventing career.

Southern Cross Dorado
Jingara Debonair

Salute (imp)
Stirling Lenelle

Foxcroft Dijon
Domingo
Douceur

Southern Cross Carina
Valuta 

Dominent
Lafa

Southern Cross Caterina 
Ludendorf (imp)
Domherr Echo
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Byalee Bracelet
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES       

LOT
25

Bay filly 06/09/13 mature 16.2hh

Bracelet is simply one of the most stunning youngsters to be offered by Byalee 
Stables. With completely imported bloodlines, she all but floats across the 
ground, is just amazing in her trot work, uphill in the ground-covering canter, 
expressive in the walk. She is a real people person, the first horse in the barn to 
nicker and a real feel-good companion. She has outstanding grand prix genetics 
- by the beautiful palomino warmblood stallion Byalee Briar, who is by Bjorsells 
Briar, the world’s number one dressage stallion for seven international years 
of Olympic and World Cup success. And then there is the dam, Rianne, a most 
beautiful mare from Byalee Romance and just as magnificent. Rianne is out of 
Miracle, by imported Grand Prix stallion Richmeed Medallion (dec), in turn out 
of the long-reigning matriarch Savannah (Salute/ Ludendorf/Monopol). These 
stallions have too many Grand Prix offspring to count. Bracelet has no known 
quirks, and on top of her top potential is well-handled, rugged, stabled, and 
will be broken in and campaigned at Byalee if she doesn’t make someone’s 
Christmas stocking this auction! A special offering.  

Byalee Briar (imp) 
Bjorsells Briar 899

Magini
Charis 

Florine
Bernstein
Flaurinne

Byalee Rianne
Byalee Romance

Regardez Moi (imp)
Wynella Lantana

Byalee Miracle
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Stirling Savannah 
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Jive Lady R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
26

Bay mare 17/12/03 16.1hh
PPT to Fiji R LFG

Jive Lady is by Jive Magic who won the Grand Prix at the Sydney CDI in 2010. 
Of course Jive Magic is by Jazz who is one of the super influential stallions of 
the top dressage horses in the world today. Jive Lady is out of the Richmeed 
Medallion mare Wilky Mirrah. Richmeed Medallion is the sire of many Grand 
Prix dressage horses and also sire of Mystery Whisper who was part of the USA 
Team in the 2012 London Olympics. Wilky Mirrah’s dam is Losanna. Losanna is 
a full sister to Stirling Endeavour who was campaigned by Abigail Croyston with 
great success in both FEI eventing and FEI dressage. Losanna was by Ludendorf 
who to this day is the only stallion in the world to be elite-listed for international 
representation in both eventing and dressage at the same time. Jive Lady has 
consistently produced foals with breathtaking paces and sensible attitudes. Jive 
Lady’s first foal, Rattle ‘n’ Hum, is shaping up to a very serious Grand Prix horse. 
Rattle ‘n’ Hum started life by being a top-priced foal through Auction of the Stars, 
progressing to being a superstar with his Queensland owner/rider Kaz Roe. Jive 
Lady has had a number of really nice foals with the next foal after Rattle ‘n’ Hum 
being Rock Star R. This is the most spectacular young horse with looks to die 
for and movement that will take you breathe away. This is an outstanding young 
broodmare with her progeny already starting to make their mark.  

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Wilky Mirrah
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Desert Gold

Stirling Losanna
Ludendorf (imp)
Stirling Forever
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Platypus Run Chicago 
ON ACCOUNT OF AMY TENNANT      

LOT
27

Black mare 21/11/04 16hh

Platypus Run Chicago is a beautiful mare with great bloodlines by Karinola 
Cordon Bleu out of WES Montage (sire Monokol and dam Penrhyn Hwin’s sire 
is Ludendorf (imp). Chicago is being ridden by a 19-year-old girl who has 
campaigned her at elementary and has been training medium. She has competed 
at many competitions with official scores into the high 60s in elementary and 
novice. Chicago is an extravagant mover with a wonderfully expressive trot 
with swing and elasticity and a well-balanced, uphill canter as well as a very 
good ground-covering walk. She is established in shoulder-in, leg-yield, half-
pass (both trot and canter), counter canter and coming along nicely with flying 
changes and canter pirouettes and has also done some work with piaffe in hand. 
Chicago is a very sweet gentle mare who is friendly with other horses and a 
delight to handle as she walks up to you in the paddock and is easy to rug, 
shoe, clip, float etc. Chicago has experienced life in many ways including being 
a broodmare. Chicago has had a foal in 2008 to Platypus Run Shallot (by Smash 
Hit). Check her out at  http://youtu.be/LxJ3JLsQCng

Karinola Cordon Bleu
Flaneur

Fax I
Lita

Karinola Intact
Contact
Incessant Lady

WES Montage
Monokol

Monopol
Kurana

Penrhyn Hwin
Ludendorf
Madorama Karae
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Fiore R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
28

Black filly 4/12/10 16hh PPT Questing R LFG

Fiore R is the result of 5 generations of breeding at Ryans. Fiore R’s dam Jade 
Rose R is a collection of genetics from our two Grand Prix stallions Jive Magic 
and Regardez Moi. These two stallions between them carry the bloodlines of 
Donnerhall, Rubinstein, Consul, Jazz, Angelo, Florestan I and Weltmeyer. These 
are the main bloodlines in the top 20 placings at the London 2012 Olympics. 
Fiore R’s sire Fiji R is a young imported stallion who has just started his Grand 
Prix career with young rider Bree Tillitzki. A number of Australia’s best riders have 
already acquired Fiji R youngsters including Australian Olympian Rachael Sanna. 
Fiji R’s sire, Florencio I, was both the 5yo and again 6yo World Young Horse 
Dressage Champion. Florencio I is by Florestan I who has emerged as one of the 
recent influential stallions to produce progeny to appear at the Olympic games. 
Fiore is in foal to our young stallion Questing R. Questing R is by Quarterback 
out of a Brentano II mare and carries Wenzel bloodlines, Donnerhall bloodlines, 
Pik Bube bloodlines, and Salute bloodlines. Questing R stands 17hh and is 
magically quiet and amicable. Questing R does have very exciting movement. He 
recently began his competition career with an amazing first start scoring 83% 
at Preliminary dressage level. All the stallions standing at Ryans have evolved 
into Grand Prix dressage horses so it is very reasonable to expect a stellar career 
from Questing R. Fiore R is a magical collection of qualities and genetics.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Jade Rose R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Ruby Rose
Regardez Moi (imp)
Diamond Delight
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Overflow Billabong
ON ACCOUNT OF BRIANNA PEET        

LOT
29

Bay gelding 28/11/05 16.2hh

Overflow Billabong is a total gentleman and has a quiet nature both to handle 
and ride, with powerful and rhythmic paces that make him stand out wherever 
he goes, with positive comments from spectators and judges alike. A very well 
put-together horse that offers no setbacks on his potential. Overflow Billabong 
is by the brilliant Brentano II who produces fantastic dressage horses who can 
piaffe and passage, and is already showing that he too has these traits, with flair 
and ease in in-hand work of these movements.   Out of a very good TB mare who 
has added to his athleticism, he has a half-sister also out of Millrun. She shares 
his fantastic temperament and willing-to-please attitude as well as talent and 
potential to be a very fancy horse.  So this horse is no fluke! Overflow Billabong 
also loves to jump, clearing more than a metre with ease. Overflow Billabong 
would be best suited to a dressage home either professional or amateur who 
wants to bring a more then capable horse thru the levels or even who wants 
to dressage and take part in some jumping for fun on the side. Check out his 
jumping at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa2kFCRImlY and his 
flatwork at https://youtu.be/qD6T5myNvKA.

Brentano II
Bolero 

Black Sky
Baronesse

Glocke
Grande
Ferbel

Millrun 
Belele

Cheraw
Zibra

Tudor Empress
Tudor Bridge
Cat Dancing
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Raymonda R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS    

LOT
30

Black mare 13/12/07 16.2hh
PPT LFG Fiji R

 
Raymonda R is a stunning broodmare with beautiful paces and outstanding 
bloodlines. Raymonda R is by Regardez Moi, the most successful Grand Prix 
dressage stallion ever in Australian history with more than 40 Grand Prix 
dressage wins including three times Australian Grand Prix Champion. Raymonda 
R is out of Jean R, a mare by Jive Magic. Jive Magic had a successful career 
ridden by Rozzie Ryan with numerous Grand Prix wins including the biggest 
show in Australia being the Sydney CDI competition. Raymonda R is a full sister 
to Rogue Trader R, a beautiful and quiet gelding winning at a preliminary level 
with scores over 70% at the age of just 4yo and he was a top-priced auction 
lot fetching $49,500 at AOS June 2011. Raymonda R has made a serious 
contribution to the Ryans’ breeding program and her fillies are retained in the 
herd. This has commercial ramifications as Ryans will continue to promote this 
bloodline. Raymonda R is in foal to Fiji R who is already winning Grand Prix with 
young rider Bree Tillitzki. The Fiji R foals are beautiful types, move exceptionally 
well and have beautiful temperaments. A magnificent opportunity for the cutting-
edge breeding enthusiast. 

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Jean R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Lucilla
Ludendorf (imp)
Faleton
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BZ Rohan 
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS       

LOT
31

Grey gelding 30/9/2011 mature 16.2hh

BZ Rohan is a spectacular grey gelding. BZ Rohan is by Regardez Moi and 
without a doubt he has inherited his father’s incredible movement and presence. 
BZ Rohan is out of a Salute mare Singsong, who is a full sister to Snowshoes, 
a World Cup show jumper with Vicky Roycroft. The Salute blood is probably the 
most influential performance Olympic bloodline in Australia today. Salute being 
the sire of: Victory Salute, 9th in the world at the WEG 2010 with Brett Parbery in 
the saddle; Stirling Stilton, who was the highest-placed Australian combination 
at the WEG in 2002 with Heath Ryan in the saddle; Staccato, who was ranked 
the number one eventing stallion in the world with Craig Barrett in the saddle, 
F1 Pharenelli, who was short-listed for the 2012 Olympics with Emma Mason in 
the saddle; DP Christopher, who was the NSW Grand Prix dressage champion; 
and also Socialite R, dam of Mystery Whisper, who competed at the London 2012 
Olympics for the USA. BZ Rohan carries some of the best dressage and jumping 
lines. BZ Rohan is currently being broken in by Bree Tillitzki at time of writing and 
is showing great promise - really beautiful big, scopey paces and a really nice 
obliging temperament. There is no doubt BZ Rohan is well above average and 
maybe a superstar of the future.

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubenstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Sing Song
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Holly
Ludendorf (imp)
Willow
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Florencio Magnifique
ON ACCOUNT OF MAGNIFIQUE WARMBLOODS      

LOT
32

Chestnut gelding 21/09/13 mature 16.3+hh

Florencio Magnifique, affectionately known as Django, is the complete package. 
He has exceptional elevated and expressive paces, correct conformation with 
amazing presence. He truly is ‘magnifique’. On top of that he is a gentle giant; 
nothing fazes him and he is so willing to please. He definitely got his beautiful 
temperament from his sire Fiji. Fiji is now at Grand Prix after having huge success 
in Prix St George and Inter I. Fiji has sired some exceptional offspring, two of 
whom fetched $35,500 and $32,000 last year at auction. Fiji carries the most 
extraordinary bloodlines of Florencio, Florestan I, Weltmeyer, Hohestein and Hill 
Hawk. Added to those is his dam’s fabulous Arabian heritage and Aachimedes, 
said to be the most successful sire of Grand Prix horses in Australia. Garnee 
Magnifique has proven herself to be a superb broodmare. Her first foal, Regardez 
Magnifique (Garnee) is a freak. From only two dressage competitions he has 
won champion at both with scores in the 80s. He has the sweetest nature, is 
so intelligent, willing to learn and please. Django has been professionally and 
correctly handled and is ready to embark on what will no doubt be a fantastic 
career.  With the right rider who has high aspirations to go all the way, Florencio 
Magnifique is the man for you. See the footage of Django’s half-sibling Regardez 
Magnifique at https://youtu.be/6JsP2kZ4jNs. 

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Garnee Magnifique
M’Nyana

Majid Khan
S’Yana

KG Aveda
Aachimedes
Abbylara Veila
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Revelwood Radiant Kiss 
ON ACCOUNT OF KIM SPENCER       

LOT
33

Chestnut mare 13/12/08 16.1hh

Revelwood Radiant Kiss (Diana) is by Riverside and imported Hannoverian 
stallion out of Revelwood Galateia (AWHA) x General Consent x Genghis Khan 
(Hannoverian). The dam was purchased in 2009 in foal from Revelwood. She has 
been professionally broken in and trained by Mark Kiddle of M&M Performance 
Horses in the Southern Highlands. Diana was ridden and campaigned by Ben 
Terry in earlier classes and qualified for States in 2014. Radiant Kiss has three 
correct paces and good temperament and trainability. This mare is Hannoverian 
ID registered and in 2011 received a premium award on the ACE Tour. She has 
been lightly campaigned up to novice with scores ranging from up to more than 
70%. Diana is currently training novice/elementary and has begun lateral work. 
Revelwood Radiant Kiss is ready to compete and to be competitive

Riverside (imp)
Regazonni

Rubinstein
Wakonda

Desiree
Donnerhall
Pirola

Revelwood Galateia
General Consent

Genghis Khan
Consent

Hamburg Gazelle
Valuta (imp)
Elaine’s Choice
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Kirkwood Produce has been servicing Maitland and 
the Hunter Valley since 1921: almost a century!! 
 
Supplying quality stockfeed, pet food, animal health 
products, pasture seed and fertilizer. 
 
With two convenient  locations in Maitland and 
Singleton we have all your pet food requirements 
covered.
 

www.kirkwoodproduce.com.au

4 Johnson Street 
Rutherford

 
I John Street

Singleton 
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Mallyon Hills Whistler
ON ACCOUNT OF MALLYON HILLS WARMBLOOD STUD     

LOT
34

Gruyere filly 25/08/13 mature 16.1hh

This filly is extraordinary on so many levels. First, her eye-catching appearance 
– Whistler is the first horse in Australia to be registered with the AWHA as a 
gruyere colour. Gruyere is a dilute colour of brown (like buckskin is a dilute of 
bay). The result is a colour that is a rich mocha colour, with a smokey, hazel 
eye. This is ideally suited to someone who is after a traditional solid style of 
colour, but with something very unique. The colour, combined with this filly’s 
uphill stance, shoulder and wither, over-tracking walk, and elevated trot, will 
leave no head unturned. This filly is by the upcoming young stallion Wimborne 
Constable. Constable has very interesting genetics - he is by Contenda, a well-
known eventing stallion campaigned by Shane Rose, and out of a Gribaldi mare 
(sire of Totilas!). Whistler’s dam is by a Jaybee Leuwin stallion. Jaybee Luewin 
is known as a quiet stallion, having been used as a para-dressage loan horse, 
with lines tracing back to Leonardo 68. And on the dam line is Harvest Jasmine 
(bought by Peter and Di Jenkyn) and Argentille Grenadier. Generally, we aim 
for purpose-bred horses, however, this horse has been bred to do anything 
or indeed everything! Check out Whistler at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Cf0gAInzfp0

Wimborne Constable
Contenda (imp) 

Contendro I
Ballerina

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi
Wimborne Four Seasons

Mallyon Hills Bertha 
Sea Acreas Leopold

Jaybee Leuwin
Harvest Jasmine

Kahlua on Ice
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Southern Cross Draco
ON ACCOUNT OF SOUTHERN CROSS WARMBLOODS     

LOT
35

Chestnut colt 3/10/13 mature 16.1hh 

Southern Cross Draco represents over thirty years of breeding excellent 
performance horses by a boutique stud in Australia. Draco’s sire is Budweiser 
and his dam is Southern Cross Aurora. Budweiser is a very successful showjump 
sire. His pedigree features such legendary stallions as Landgraaf, Ladykiller, Cor 
de la Bryere, Voltaire  and Ahorn Z. Some of his progeny are Kitara Bollinger, 
Kitara Veuve and Kitara Bellefon. Southern Cross Aurora is by the wonderful TB 
eventing and jumping sire Brilliant Invader. He has sired World Cup showjumpers 
Pirate, Mitavite Imperial, Gingernut, Scarlett and Dunstan Flower Power and the 
eventing superstar Ready Teddy and he is the grandsire of Wendy Schaeffer’s  
Koyuna horses Sun Shine, Sun Magic, Sun Set and Tora Bora. Aurora was 
campaigned by Emma Hindmarsh and progressed to 2*, retired as a broodmare 
after injury. Aurora is still retained by the stud. Draco is a bright chestnut colt 
with a blaze and three socks and should mature to be in excess of 16hh. He 
exhibits a huge walk, an elastic and expressive trot and a bold soft canter. He 
is very well grown from his daily Prydes’ feed and has been regularly wormed. 
Draco is an excellent example of the modern type of warmblood - refined and 
elegant. We believe he will make an excellent showjumping or eventing horse. 
His temperament is to die for, he appears to have a willingness to please and to 
work and therefore should be very trainable.

Budweiser
Burggraaf

Landgraaf
Loanda

Loanda
Voltaire 
Circkiness 

Southern Cross Aurora
Brilliant Invader

Vain
Persian Bronze 

Marqurette 
Marceau 
Quintessence 
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Lima Magic 
ON ACCOUNT OF SALLY HAWXWELL AND JIM SIMONS      

LOT
36

Brown mare 11/10 mature 16.3hh 

Magic is an impressive, stunning type of mare, with a big shoulder and wonderful, 
powerful paces. She is black with a blaze and two hind socks. Magic moves like 
a big predatory cat, silent and smooth, all graceful energy. She is beautiful to 
ride as a result of this silkiness in her stride. Magic has only just recommenced 
her training here at Heatherbrae in the past eight weeks after being broken in 
a year ago in the Narrabri region of NSW. She has shown a great willingness to 
work in her new environment and her talent for the dressage arena is abundantly 
clear. Magic is by the Grand Prix stallion Jive Magic, successfully campaigned 
by Rozzie Ryan, and Jive has sired many, many horses now successful at 
national dressage levels. Magic’s dam, Lima Echo, is by imported Dutch stallion 
Salute, who needs no introduction being arguably the most influential stallion in 
Australia. Lima Echo is a full sister to the champion small tour horse Oscar Bravo, 
who was renowned for his amazing temperament and who appeared at Sydney 
CDI as the guest horses for international riders for many years. Magic shows all 
the signs of being a serious competition horse.  

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Lima Echo
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Always Fancy
Always There
Persian Image 
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Byalee Wizard 
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES      

LOT
37

Grey colt 17/01/14 mature 16.1hh

Wizard is a stunning combination of genetics from Grand Prix bloodlines with the 
most laidback personality ever. What a combination! Ready to break in next year, 
he is a wonderful mix of the Briar temperament and the Wow Wie personality. 
The most chilled, tame colt you can imagine, he nevertheless shines when he 
shows off and has the makings of a superb competition horse, showing a distinct 
lack of spook and a natural inclination ctoonserve energy, firing up only when 
required. Wizard is by Byalee Wow Wie rw, who was winning his first official 
dressage outings at elementary on more than 70% at the age of just four and 
his first mediums on over 67%. Now 6, he is training two-time tempi changes 
and half-steps and he is powering resolutely towards Grand Prix.  Wizard’s dam, 
Byalee Bloom, is one of our top broodmares, being from Grand Prix stallion 
Richmeed Medallion (imp) mare Magnolia, who is in turn out of a Jazz mare – 
Jazz being another international Grand Prix horse. Bloom’s sire Byalee Briar is 
now averaging 65% at advanced dressage and starting to look flash in piaffe and 
passage. Bloom’s full sister Byalee Bliss as well as Magnolia’s siblings Byalee 
Millions and Byalee Ballet are all successful competitors. This is a chance to buy 
a versatile colt from a new era in the Australian dressage world.

Byalee Wow Wie rw
Wie Weltmeyer

Weltmeyer
Daisy

Law Suit
Lawyer
Jacau

Byalee Bloom
Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Flaurine

Byalee Magnolia
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Splendid Jazzarena
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Magik 
ON ACCOUNT OF LORRAINE & CHRIS PARKER       

LOT
38

Bay gelding 25/11/12 mature 17hh

This handsome unbroken gelding may be ‘one out of the box’ as very few 00 
Seven offspring seem to come up for sale. Sire 00 Seven is by Rubinstein, the 
sire of the famous Grand Prix champion Regardez Moi. These three stallions 
need no further introduction. 00 Seven’s dam is Gelbria, full sister to international 
Grand Prix horse Olympia Barbria. Both horses were sired by the famous 
dressage sire in Holland, Doruto. Magik’s dam is Opal Park Magenta, who is by 
the famous imported Grand Prix stallion Richmeed Medallion. Magenta is out 
of Ego Alice who is by Belcam Aatlantis and goes back to Contact. Magik has 
good strong bone and exceptionally good feet. He would excel at dressage and 
eventing. He moves really well and has shown his ability at jumping. Raised in a 
natural outdoor environment and well handled, he has a calm temperament and 
is easy to do anything with.

OO Seven (imp) 
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Gelbria 
Doruto 
Ilbria

Opal Park Magenta
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Catherston Desert Gold 

Ego Alice
Belcam Aatlantis
Ego Caytienne 
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Hoc’s Paula
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS      

LOT
39

Brown mare 13/10/07 16.1hh
LFG to Questing R

This is an interesting mare and was originally bred by Paula Hocking. Paula 
sent her mare Hoc’s Potter to Jive Magic and the resulting progeny was Hoc’s 
Paula. Hoc’s Paula is a very well put-together mare and right from the start had 
wonderful movement. She was always of great interest to us as she carried the 
Contango II bloodline. The Contango bloodlines were originally jumping blood, 
however, they were made famous by Steffen Peter’s brilliant dressage horse 
Revel. Revel won the World Cup Freestyle Finals and made Steffen Peters the 
superstar he is today. The Ryans broodmare herd did not have any Contango 
bloodlines and so we bought this mare for her spectacular movement and 
genetics and she has produced some spectacular foals to Regardez Moi with 
sensational movement. Indeed her first foal, Rhodes Scholar R, brought $17,000 
at auction as a weanling. Paula is in foal to Questing R. This will be her first foal to 
Questing R who is from the Quando Quando bloodline who represented Australia 
in 2006 at the World Equestrian Games in Aachen, and in 2008 at the Olympic 
Games in Hong Kong. Questing R also carries Brentano II blood on both his sire 
and his dam side and his great-grandmother Poesie was the dam of Poetin who 
sold for 2.5 million Euros and was the Bundeschampionate as a 6yo. Questing 
R is our new young superstar dressage stallion and to date all of our stallions 
have gone on to be Grand Prix. Questing is showing all the signs of also being a 
superstar. Bloodlines to die for!

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Geike Utopia

Hoc’s Potter
Contango ll (imp)

Contango
Abraxis

Bally Rogan
Fralo
Lady Merle

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Auction of the Stars is more than just an auction - it is a time 
of highlights, of emotions, of education, of entertainment. It is a 
chance to see the champions of tomorrow in the sale ring of today, 
but more, it is a chance for you to take time out to enjoy the whole 
spectacle with the comfort of ringside viewing. 

For just $25 a head, you can be among those special guests - yes, 
VIPs - who care to have that extra little attention to detail, who care 
for that little extra attention full stop! 

At Auction of the Stars, we would like to reward your visit with 
a memorable day out, where nibbles and drinks are constantly 
offered to you, where champagne bubbles on the tables as you 
watch in wonder as the Auction of the Stars stallions strut their 
stuff. 

We would like to pamper you with a delicious meal and offer you 
red and white wine to accompany it. Relax, chat, take a stroll past 
the stables and return with your friends for the auction itself. 

Settle in for the afternoon’s entertainment. Whether you plan to 
bid, whether you buy on impulse, or whether you simply enjoy the 
atmosphere, Auction of the Stars delights in ensuring your comfort 
and enjoyment. 

The experience is yours for the asking, 
simply book by emailing 
info@auctionofthestars.com 

or download the booking form at 
www.auctionofthestars.com

We would love to share our day with you.  
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After the hammer falls, 
don’t go anywhere 
without insuring 
your horse. 

IRT Insurance covers all breeds of horse, for all types of 
owners, and all kinds of risk from travel to Colic Surgery. 
But every policy starts with the same simple goal – 
protecting you and your horse.

What will I be covered for?  
Death and Theft of your horse.

What extras can I insure?  
Colic Surgery and Stallion Infertility.

How do I arrange fall of hammer cover?  
Speak to Cheryl Dods from IRT Insurance who will be 
attending this event. Mobile: 0411 703 703.

How long do claims take to be paid?  
Once all of your documentation has been received by  
us your claim should be finalised within 7 business days.

AFSL 247020

To find out how 
IRT Insurance can help 
you and your horse, 
please contact us today 
on 1800 331 215

www.irtinsurance.com
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